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Abstract  
The World Health Organisation now defines health not as the absence of ill-health but as 

“a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being”. The definition of health has 

been changing and now includes an awareness of the interrelationships between social 

and psychological, as well as medical, factors. The way in which an individual functions 

in society is seen as part of the definition of health, alongside biological and physiological 

symptoms. Health is no longer simply a question of access to medical treatment but it is 

determined by a range of factors related to the quality of our built environment.   

   Through the exploration of themes of sustainable design, ecological and 

environmental design, along with case studies, I will gather creative ideas which 

resorts have successfully developed on their grounds to create opportunities that 

encourages visitors to explore the natural environment and learn about 

sustainability.   

     Finally, the goal of this thesis will be to demonstrate how architecture through 5 

senses can become an important part of mental wellbeing about stewardship and 

sustainability, setting them to create a sustainable future.  
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PREFACE  

Mental health includes our emotional, psychological, and social well-being. It affects 

how we think, feel, and act. It also helps determine how we handle stress, relate to 

others, and make healthy choices. Mental health is important at every stage of life, 

from childhood and adolescence through adulthood.  

When we are mentally healthy, we enjoy our life and environment, and the people in 

it. We can be creative, learn, try new things, and take risks. We are better able to 

cope with difficult times in our personal and professional lives. By providing better 

facilities in and out of built environment we can maintain mental wellbeing.  
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1.SYNOPSIS  

  

1.1 INTRODUCTION: 

Society has changed from the past. Having a mental health problem is not a secret 

and weird issue to hide from the others and it has become a crucial issue. However, 

the few number of the psychiatry hospitals for depressive patients cannot support 

the increasing number of patients. The concept of this project is ‘rebirth’ which 

comes from the depressive patients who want to maintain connectedness to the 

outside world.  When the patients go to the hospital, that is a signal of the rebirth. 

The rebirth is not only in the design, but also in the treatment. The project provides 

the treatment and therapy through the space and element, and encourage the 

patient’s interaction with the doctor, therapist and the other patients by providing 

the activities and gathering space for the patients. 

 

1.2 MOTIVATION: 

Architecture that can bring select emotion is necessary for more distressing of minds. 

Emotions in the mind are essential in keeping people uplifted in unfavorable 

situation in which they are drenched. The unstable mind can sometimes be 

smoothed and healed by evoking positive feelings through architecture and its 

elements. 

 

1.3 AIM: 

Thus, it becomes now opportune to explore the paradigm of mental health 

awareness as a means of combating stigma, enhancing prevention, ensuring early 

recognition, and also stimulating simple and practical interventions within the 

community.  

Also by aiming to provide and facilitate through the means of architecture and use 

of nature combined to betterment the aspects of mental health in all age groups of 

the society. 

 

1.4 OBJECTIVES: 

 

• To present a comprehensive review of the research literature on the effect of 
architectural design of mental health facilities of the user. 

• My main idea behind my project is that can be achieve through architecture. 
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1.5 SCOPE: 

• Mental health or healing can be achieved by mood up lifting.  
• Mood up lifting is a key element to bring about appositive human mind, this can be 

improved from touch, sound, sight, and smell, this can be achieved through 
interaction architectural spaces and around it. 

• Key element – mood up lifting and emotional well being   
• Key action     -  positive change 
• Key scope      - using architecture element  
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